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BEFORE TBE HOUSE VETERANS AFFAIRS SUBCOMMIlTEE 
ON COMPENSATION, PENSION, INSURANCE AND MEMORIAL AFFAIRS 

Concerning the Report of the President’s Advisory Committee 
on Human Radiation Experiments and the Atomic Veterans 

Dear Chairman Everett and Members of the Subcommittee: 

The Final Report of the President’s Advisory Committee on Human Radiation 
Experiments documents that in September of 1951, the military’s Joint Panel on the Medical 
Aspects of Atomic Warfare considered a proposal for ‘‘biomedical participation” in future nuclear 
weapons bomb tests. Twenty-nine problem arw were identified as examples of “the types of 
problems which should be considered as a legitimate basis for biomedical participation in future 
weapons tests.” Included within that listing were proposals for research on: 

. 

* psychological testing and experimentation; 

* flash blindness experiments; 

* “atomic effects” experiments; 

* body fluid sampling to determine Mout ingestion; 

* radiation exposures research on protective clothing and equipment; 

* decontamination experiments. 

The Advisory Committee documents that each and every one of these experiments, and 
more, were subsequently conducted on Atomic Veterans during the atmospheric nuclear weapons 
testing program, beginning at Desert Rock I in November of 1951, just two months after the Joint 
Panel’s consideration of the foregoing proposal. 
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However, for those of us who have been deeply involved in the atomic veteran issue over 
the last dozen years or more, we find within the report’s 9oot pages the alarming suggestion that 
an additional purpose in the mass deployment of military personnel at the Nevada and Pacific test 
sites was to detennine the ability of troops to llsn simulated combat and postcombat objectives 
after having been purposeiidly subjected to varying and increasingly higher levels of radiation 
generated from the detonation of nuclear weapons - in other words, human experimentation on 
uninformed, unsuspecting and nonconsenting rmlitary personnel. 

Chapter 10 of the Advisory Committee’s report is devoted entirely to the atomic veterans. 
However, only a portion of what may be the most important aspect of the atomic veteran story is 
found at Chapter 10. Reading the atomic veterans’ chapter together with the Introductory 
Chapter (beginning at page 38) and, to a lesser extent, Chapter 8 on Total Body Irradiation (pp. 
374-377), provides a glimpse of something the atomic veterans have long feared might well have 
been the case at the nuclear weapons test sites: There, quoting from previously classified 
documents, we find the initial discussions between the mtlitary and the AEC scientists about the 
adverse effects to troops of nuclear warfhre. G e n d  Cooney notes that the military wants to 
know what would happen to troops deployed on the battlefield in the event a tactical nuclear 
weapon exploded in their midst, The AEC scientists did not have a good answer. General 
Cooney suggests the need f ir  cxperimmtation on healthy voluntesn “both ofllcen and enlisted” 
involving upwards of 150R whole body irradiation. The scientists argued against this and, so it is 
suggested by the Committee report, the scientists won the argument. The military, so the 
Committee concludes, did not do as Cooney had suggested but instead went off and did whole 
body radiation experiments on unsuspecting patients. 

We submit to you that the Advisory Coxxxnittee’s interpretation of what subsequently 
transpired may well be in error. Certainty the military did go off and do radiation experiments on 
hospital patients; but no evidence was produced by the Acfvisory Committee (that we are aware 
of) to support its conclusion that the military officials gave up on their desire to learn what would 
happen to troops actually deployed on the nuclear battldeld. Nor for a moment does the Task 
Force believe that rmlitary officials would let a bunch of AEC scientists not ody stand in the way 
of the military’s need to know but, as General Cooney put it, thwart the military’s “tradition of 
experimentation with healthy volunteers.” 

The Task Force submits to this committee the following thesis for consideration: That 
commencing at the Nevada Test Site in 195 1, less than a year after the Cooney/AEC discussion 
quoted in the Advisory  committee'^ report, Atomic Veterans may have been deployed for the 
purpose, in part, of determining (as General Cooney had argued was needed) the effect of high 
levels of radiation on combat troops. This scenario is quite plausible, given what else is known 
about events during the atmospheric nuclear testing program: 

* the subsequent debate betweem the military and the AEC as to how close to place 
troops to ground zero, and the related debate of what constituted a “safe” dose - with the 
military always winning even to the point that the AEC finally gives up its-protests; 
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* the numerous accounts over the years fiom the men that were stationed at Nevada 
about physical symptoms immediately after the tests, including nausea, nose bleeds, etc. - 
indicia of acute radiation sickness that results h m  radiation exposures of fiom 50R to 
150R 

In the Atomic Veteran chapter there is a short discussion about events in the mid- 1950s 
wherein those in charge of the bomb tests finally backed off on plans then-brewing to subject 
 volunteer^'^ to what they called “ t ~ l e r a n ~ e ~ ~  doses by placing them extremely close to ground 
zero. The Advisory Committee cites this as evidence that doses were kept within safety limits. 
Again, we read what was really going on dif€erently than the Committee. What we read is that 
between 195 1 and approximately 1956 the Department of Defense, by continuoudy placing 
Atomic Veterans closer and closer to ground zero, had come close to reaching “tolerance” dose 
levels (doses at which immediate physical injury is expected to result). Aware of this, those in 
command became ever more cautious - turning to true volunteers, most of whom appear to have 
been officers - and monitoring ever more carefidly as they came closer with each weapons test 
series to what they considered that “too critical” point - most likely in the 150R to 175R range. 

Certainly the evidence is not complete, such that one could conclude with certainty what 
raally happened an 
this issue has been uncovered by the Advisory Committee’s investigation to warrant an in-depth 
Congressional investigation into whether the military did indeed do what General Cooney urged in 
1950 be done. (Moreover, the question of experimentation does not end at the Nevada test site. 
The report reveals that the Navy wanted to know the “nsk of sending rescue or salvage parties 
into contaminated areas.” The question in that instance is obviously: whether Navy personnel sent 
on board radioactive ships at the Pacific test site were sent on board because the mrlitary wanted 
to clean up the ships? or because the military wanted to know the  consequence^ to the men of 
being stationed on board?) 
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&!- 
Task <or= Executive Committee 
On behalfof the Task Force on Radiation and Human Rights 

enclosure: “About the Task Force” 
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TASK FORCE ON RADIATION AND HUMAN RIGHTS 

ABOUT THE TRSK FORCE 
In December of 1993 Secretary of Energy Hazel OZeary publicly revealed that the 

Department of Energy's predecessor, the Atomic Energy Colmnission, had h d e d  and/or sponsored 
deliberate radiation experiments on unsuspecting U.S. Citizeas during the years of the Cold War. 
Since Secretary Ozeary's initial announcement, the officiatly disclosed number of human radiation 
experiments conducted by alI federal agencies during the 194Os, 1950s and 1960s has grown to over 
4,000. The experimartS were conducted on u n s q e h g  individuals without their consent. The 
victims were not in a position to protect themselves. More often than not the people subjected to the 
expeximents were the poor and uneducated, people of ~ ~ - A m a i c a n  descent, the mentally 
retarded, and prisoners. 

In response to these revelations, the leadership of the radiation victims/suvivors community 
and representatives of the victims of govcmme-sponsorcd Cold War era radiation experiments 
initiated the Task Force on Radiation and Human Rights, a collaborative project of over two 
dozen radiation survivors and experknart victims groups and organkdons, A aomglao l i h g  of 
the experiment victims groups, radiation survivors groups, and public interest organizations 
comprising the Task Force is attached. The purpose and goals of the Task Force include: 

(1) Ensuring III public disclosure of ail human radiation experiments in which the 
U.S. Govemmw has been involved; (2) camring that all of those who were the 
subject of these experiments (and/or their fidies) are lmited and warned; (3) 
eLIsuTilp8 that medical care is provided to those victims Stin living and that impacted 
fhilies receive psychologicai and emotional support; (4) ensUring that just 
compensation is provided to the cxpmutt - victims a d  theirfludics and that, to this 
end, the victims' rights in court arc prwervsd; and (5) ensuring that irwtitutional 
safeguards are put in place to prevent unethical human experimentation from ever 
again bung coILductcd by or in the United States. 

The TaskFonr's primary focus hasbeen outreach to find and warn the experiment victims 
and their fimilies. To this end, the Task Force has hosted public S o d o n  and orgatlizing 
meetings in conjunction with hearings conducted the last year by the President's Advisory Committee 
on Human Radiation ExperimeatS. W d  the recent conclusion of the Advisory Committee's 
investigation and reIease of its final report (October 3rd), the Task Force is turning its attdk to 
ensuring that the federal governmeat's response to the various r e c o m  '011s that have been 
made by the Advisory Committee are implemented consistat with the necds and concerns of those 
most d m d y  a f k t e d  - theexperiment victims audtheirfhilies. Essdd to this &rt, *Task 
Force has begun plannmg for a national radiation leadership and human rights conference, designed 
to broaden the base of support for needed institutional reform. From the Task Force's Perspective, 
such r&m must both respond to dictates ofjustice for past victims and, equally important, ensure 
for the fixture that similar human experimentation, regardless of the percervad national need or 
political context, is never again allowed to take plsce. 

Washington D.C. Office: NATIONAL C O M M M  FOR RADIATION VICTIMS 
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